Air Factory

Available in:

Size

Mg

100 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

?
Mystery E Liquid by Air Factory is a tasty candy with a delicious mixture
Mystery
of berries and an an assortment of sweet fruits to keep you guessing.
Wild
Wild Apple E-Liquid by Air Factory is a mouth-watering, sweet green
Apple
apple taffy candy that will keep you on it until its last drop.
Strawberry
Strawberry Kiwi E Liquid by Air Factory is a sweet strawberry taffy
Kiwi
with a slight touch of kiwi delivering the ultimate candy experience.
Blue
Blue Razz E Liquid by Air Factory is a tasty blue raspberry candy with
Razz
a unique balanced blend of sweet and tart to keep it interesting.
Jaw
Jaw Dropper E-Liquid by Treat Factory is an everlasting hard candy
Dropper
that will leave your mouth watering.
Custard A creamy vanilla custard that oozes deliciousness while keeping your craving for
Craze something sweet fully satisfied. Treat Factory scores big time with one of the
greatest custards created outside of a chef's hands. A masterful blend of subtle
notes that roll off the tongue and captivate your taste buds as few liquids will
ever do. Are you ready to join the Custard Craze?
Kookie Kookie Krunch E-Liquid by Treat Factory is sweet and krunchy
Crunch kookie dough bites.
Tartz
Sweet and tart grape candy.
Grape
Tartz
Sweet and tart strawberry candy.
Strawberry

Bazooka

Available in:

Size

Mg

30 PG / 70 VG

60 mL

Ice Sour
Apple

Ice Sour
Blue Raspberry
Ice Sour
Strawberry

Ice Sour
Watermelon
Sour Apple

Sour Blue
Raspberry

Sour
Strawberry

Sour
Watermelon

Mango
Tango
Pineapple
Peach
Bazooka

0/3/6

A cooling candy vape which combines green apples, a phenomenal sour
candy base and a touch of menthol. Green Apple flavor with all of its
sweetness and tart like consistency comes to life with
the coolness of the arctic.
Blue raspberry paired into a candy and then touched with a hint of ice
for a truly cooling experience. Bazooka Sour Straws Ice E Liquid has
delivered a candy lovers paradise. Are you ready to get soured?
Strawberry meets with a sour candy base and invites menthol
to the party. Orchard flavor that clashes with the arctic to deliver that
taste that suits the summer weather perfectly. Keep cool with a
refreshing vape.
Watermelon that hangs out in a soured candy base and introduces
Menthol into the mix. This watermelon doesn't include seeds
but tastes like its the genuine article and the candy is oh so tasty.
A ridiculously juicy candy vape that features all of the ingredients
necessary for an extraordinary vape. Green Apple flavor with all of its
sweetness and tart like consistency come to life when you fire this liquid
up in your vape set up.
The unique and perfect flavor of a blue raspberry paired into a candy
form that consist of those famous sour straw candies. Bazooka
Sour Straws has finally unleashed one of the greatest candy vape
experiences we've ever come across.
Strawberry sour straws that tastes exactly like the real candy.
Indulge your sweet tooth and your craving for a bit of sour love
with this fantastic e liquid. You are going to want to have lots of this
on hand.
Watermelon sour straws that tastes exactly like the real candy. Indulge
your sweet tooth and your craving for a bit of sour love with this
fantastic e liquid. This watermelon features a dual sweetness
and sour flavor that blends together in a union of great enjoyment.
BAZOOKA 100 ML
The perfect mix of tropical and refreshing mango!
A Mix of Pineapple and Peaches for the perfect All Day Vape!
Rainbow Sour Straws by Bazooka Tropical Thunder is their latest juice--

Rainbow

BombSauce

AK-47
Alien Piss
Alien Piss II
Alien Piss III
Alien Piss IV

Candy King
Batch Ice

Peachy
Rings
Pink
Squares
Strawberry

a sweet and tasty mix of your favorite fruits, in one sour
candy straw mix!

Available in:

Size

Mg

60/120 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

Peach Strawberry Banana Smoothie
Blue Raspberry Lemonade
Strawberry Lemonade
Watermelon Lemonade
Peach Lemonade

Available in:

Size

Mg

100 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

Batch by Candy King On ICE eJuice delivers an added icy chill element of
menthol to the sweet and sour candy treat, featuring a fruity collection
of sweet orange, cherry, lemon and lime sour patch and sprinkled with
sugar crystals.
Peachy Rings by Candy King is an out of this world spot on peach
ring gummy candy!
Pink Squares by Candy King is your favorite pink taffy burst candy.
A refreshing and juicy, strawberry, watermelon, bubblegum..

Watermelon
Worms

Worms Ice

Sour Worms E-Liquid by Candy King is one of the most perfectly
executed Trolli Sour Brite Crawlers flavors out there. It takes the sweet
and sour gummy flavors of orange, lime, lemon, strawberry, cherry,
raspberry, then connects them all somewhat like a human centipede
and finishes them off with a heavy dose of granulated sugar.
Sour Worms by Candy King On ICE eJuice delivers an added icy chill
element of menthol to the concoction of the classic gummy crawlers,
with a burst of fruity flavors that delivers a sensational
sweet and sour profile.

Chubby Bubble
Bubble
Apple

Bubble
Berry

Bubble
Grapefruit

Bubble
Melon

Available in:

Size

Mg

60/120 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

Chew down with the sour bite of green apple! Chubby Bubble blows
a green apple profile into a stick of bubblegum. The inhale delivers the
subtle sour notes of the flavorful green apple. The crisp notes of the
apple sweeten on the exhale with the help of the bubblegum finish
Bubble Berry blows a cloud of mixed berries in a layered stick of
mouth-watering bubblegum. There’s a slight tart blueberry taste
coupled with sweet strawberries on the inhale. The exhale pronounces
the strawberry taste with a bubblegum finish. A great bubblegum
flavor for those looking for the right chew of eJuice.
Chubby Bubble Grapefruit is a combination of sweet bubblegum and an
acidic grapefruit. Bubble Grapefruit sweetens the sour,
tangy taste of a grapefruit with a bubblegum flavored base.
Bubble Grapefruit is tangy in its delivery during the initial inhale. The
exhale sprinkles a dash of sugar into the mix to sweeten up the sour
grapefruit with a bubblegum finish.
Bubbalicious with every watermelon-packed hit! Chubby Bubble Melon
offers a juicy, succulent watermelon profile folded into a bubblegum
base. The inhale has a low-key note of the watermelon with a subtle

Bubble
Punch

Bubble
Purp

Bubble
Razz

Bubble
Strawberry

Cyclops
Artemis

Athena

Colossus

bubblegum taste. The watermelon bursts with flavor during the sweet
bubblegum finish.
An explosion of fruit punch flavor in a stick of your favorite
chewing gum. Bubble Punch is riddled with an assortment of fruits
found with each bubblegum-packed hit! The inhale delivers a vivid fruit
punch flavor that’s mouth-watering to the core. With a bubblegum
exhale, Bubble Punch sweetens the taste on the refreshing exhale.
Chubby Bubble Bubble Purp blends bubble gum flavor with the flavor of
freshly picked grapes. The initial draw lays down the grape taste
foundation. The bubblegum wraps around the fruity flavor with a sweet
candied finish.
One of the best in the lineup. Chubby Bubble blows a fat cloud of
blue raspberry bubblegum with this sweet candy inspired eJuice. The
inhale has a hint of tartness coming from the blue raspberry fruit
profile. With the exhale, the blue raspberry becomes more prominent
and sweet thanks to the bubblegum finish.
An accurate rendition of the classic strawberry bubblegum. The inhale
delivers a burst of strawberry flavor satisfying with every hit. The
exhale envelops the strawberry inhale with a sweet bubblegum finish.
Get a daily dose of nostalgia - try Chubby Bubble Strawberry today!

Available in:

Size

Mg

60/120 mL

0/3/6

40 PG / 60 VG

Artemis is a berry cobbler flavored ejuice with a delicate blend of subtle
berry hints mingled with the baked crust traditional to cobblers, mixed
together into what one might describe as that of liquid gold.
Our Athena eliquid is a delicious blend of sweet and sour apples
featuring subtle flavor on inhalation with a lingering aftertaste that
intertwines the sweetness of a red apple with the tartness of a green
apple, producing an aroma you won’t soon forget.
Our Colossus premium eLiquid is a smooth and sweet vanilla custard.

Sex on
the Beach
(Eros)
Gryphon

Hades

Poseidon

Minotaur

Mint Chocolate
(Cerberus)
Pineapple
Upside Down
(Siren)
Phoenix

Truth Serum
Truth Serum

The subtle flavor combinations we use in our formula result in a
satisfying pull, leaving a great taste on exhale
without being overbearing.
One of our top sellers is an exotic blend succulent cranberry & citrus
flavors which create a flavorful vape to seduce your senses. Caught
in the throws of passionate sex on the beach, you will be left to wonder
where this juice has been all your life.
King of beasts... a powerful and majestic creature. It's only fitting that
it represent one of the most favored and enjoyed breakfast pastries; a
sweet, creamy danish layered with the flavor of fresh blueberry.
Experience warmth once reserved for those sleeping 6 feet under. The
mellowness of roasted java beans mingles with sweet mocha and subtle
nuttiness to provide a rich and lasting flavor that
coffee fans are sure to love.
Poseidon delivers a crisp, delicious flavor combination bringing
together elements from some of the most succulent fruits and melons
known to man. This complex fruit and melon medley transforms from
inhale to exhale, embodying the crispness of the sea
- a true representation of Poseidon's domain.
Long has the Minotaur guarded the Labyrinth, protecting this mystical
treasure. Now, reach the center of this delicious maze of flavor
featuring smooth, creamy peanut butter cookie with notes of caramel
drizzle to please even the most monstrous palette.
Layered with notes of rich dark chocolate and sensational crisp mint ,
this mouth watering delicious treat reminds us of our favorite guilty
pleasure. Award Winning Incredible Chocolate Mint Ice Cream.
A scrumptiously delectable freshly baked pineapple upside-down cake
that seduces the palate leaving the iconic sensation of true Maraschino
Cherries and Fresh Queen Pineapples baked meticulously together in a
sweet delicious cake combination.
Much like the legendary Phoenix rising once again, enjoy a deep,
authentic inhale of natural strawberry just plucked from the spring field
with a true, sweet aftertaste that invites you to enjoy it again and again
in a never-ending cycle of flavorful bliss.
Said to be the "Best DAMN key lime pie on earth!!" Tangy, zesty
key lime pie with notes of flaky crust.
Succulent ripe Strawberries and rich sweet Cream perfectly blended to

Strawberry

tantalize your tastebuds!

Yo-Gurtz
Blackberry
Yo-Gurtz
Blueberry
Yo-Gurtz
Peach
Yo-Gurtz
Strawberry

Smooth Blackberry Yogurt in a sweet vanilla waffle cone!

Element

Frost
Grape
Vape
Pink
Lemonade
Watermelon
Chill

ePure

Smooth Blueberry Yogurt in a sweet vanilla waffle cone!
Smooth Peach Yogurt in a sweet vanilla waffle cone!
Smooth Strawberry Yogurt in a sweet vanilla waffle cone!

Available in:

Size

Mg

60 mL

0/3/6

20 PG / 80 VG

Shake your senses with our gratifying menthol blend! Frost is a mildly
sweet and chilling menthol experience.
A palate-pleasing union of bright and fragrant grapes coming together
for a delicious vape certain to satisfy your sweet tooth. Also in 100 mL!
Zingy lemonade blend with just the right amount of red fruit. A slight
tang on the tongue gives way to a smooth citrus exhale.
Refreshing watermelon meets the smooth chill of mint. This unique
combination is the perfect remedy to beat the heat.

Available in:

Size

Mg

30 PG / 70 VG

60 mL

Arctic
Orange
Breakfast
Blend

Bunches O
Crunches
Butter
Rum
ChocoButter
Cup
Cubano

Floops
Key Lime
Pie
Kiwi
Berry
Melon
Ball
Peppermint
Stick
Pina
Colada
Pure
Energy
Pure
Wintergreen
Pure

0/3/6

With an ice cold inhale and crisp orange exhale, this chillingly
refreshing blend is sure to please.
Get a great start to your day with this tantalizing Cup of Joe.
Robust Columbian coffee beans complemented by smooth, rich cream
come together to give this morning favorite a delectably
layered experience.
This crisp, savory bakery blend provides you with everything you’ve
grown to love about your favorite breakfast cereal. Mouth lacerations
not included.
Smooth and rich rum, complemented by sweet and creamy butter,
comes together to form a one of a kind beverage blend that will send
your taste buds spinning.
With creamy peanut butter encased by luscious milk chocolate,
this mouth watering dessert blend has proven itself a union
meant to be.
With a robust Cuban tobacco taste reminiscent of cigars sought out
around the world, this hearty blend will undoubtedly leave you with an
appreciation of the finer things in life.
Everyone's favorite fruity cereal is now in a vape!
Sweet and tart intermingle atop a golden browned pie crust in this
unmistakably decadent bakery blend.
Plump strawberries combine with succulent kiwis in this delightfully
crisp blend that is sure to satiate even the pickiest sweet tooth.
This fruit medley has been hand picked and blended with the utmost
care. With crisp cantaloupe, sumptuous honeydew, and sweet
watermelon, this ball of nirvana is guaranteed not to disappoint.
This confectionery blend combines a candied sweetness, and refreshing
chill to achieve a holiday inspired flavor sure to satisfy.
Kick your feet up and enjoy this refreshing beverage blend. With tangy,
crisp pineapple, and rich, creamy coconut, this blend is sure to whisk
your taste buds off to the tropics.
Purely energy. This invigorating blend combines a fizzling sweetness
with a bitter zing; sure to put some pep in your step any time of day.
Purely wintergreen. Refreshingly cool, with a texture reminiscent
of everybody’s favorite stick gum.
This crisp tobacco blend rests atop a bed of light, creamy caramel,

Y4
Royal
Cola
Rugged Light

Rugged
Tobacco
Sweet
Cigar
VCT

Fuggin
Berry
Crunchy
Birthday
B****
BJ

Mr.
Bombtastic
Cereal

complemented by a faint hint of bright vanilla. A well rounded choice
for those looking to shake up traditional tobacco notions.
Our take on a popular carbonated drink. With dark, sweet, caramel
notes, this refreshingly smooth mixture will quench the thirst of any
who pop the tab on this beverage blend.
A lighter take on an American Classic. This rendition provides a robust,
full flavored American tobacco, toned down to suit those who enjoy
the lighter side of tobacco blends.
An American Classic. This bold tobacco blend combines a robust,
full flavored American tobacco suitable for all tobacco connoisseurs.
A robust, earthy tobacco blend, accented by a tinge of sweet subtlety,
culminates to provide a strikingly smooth experience.
Vanilla caramel tobacco- a wonderful blend for anyone who wants
something sweet with their tobacco.

Available in:

Size

Mg

120 mL

0/3/6

20 PG / 80 VG

This is an amazing cereal to vape. It's berrylicious and
nutritious (maybe). The crunchy taste will make you say 'ay ay captain'.
(no one has ever said that before but I'm sure they we're thinking it)
It's your birthday every day with this b*tching birthday cake blast.
Close your eyes and blow out those candles. I know you wished for
more birthday b*tch.
Our sour blackberry hard candy completely redesigned and re-imagined
for you all to enjoy. It's so good, you'll be ready to bust.....
your taste-buds that is!
If you love the original frozen treat, this mouth-watering flavor match
will knock your socks off. Definitely try this juice!
Are you a cereal lover? Then get a load of this in your mouth....

Vapist
CheeBerry

Gingerbread
Dude
Green
Goblin

In Da
Loop
Jaws
Jelly Jaws

Let's Get it on

Nightmare
on Vape
Street
Popped
Cherry
Shake
Dat
Ass
Silence of
the Clouds
Strawberry
Short
B****
Tarty

Fruity Flakes, Tropical Loops, Lucky Marshmallows, Tricky Treats, and
Crunchy Berries!!! Yes you will taste them all you crazy cerealist.
Thick and creamy New York cheesecake drizzled in strawberry syrup
and topped off with some ripe, fresh strawberries! The dessert Vape
that you must try!
Classic gingerbread meets smoothly sophisticated cappuccino.
Holiday cheer with a sweet java twist. Great in the morning or all day!
Gushy candy just got better! We've decided to bring to you your
favorite candy flavor with a twist. Green Goblin is a sweet and gooey
gushy candy with a green twist that sends this flavor to the moon
and back.
A perfect blend of instantly recognizable citrus fruit cereal taste
with a splash of fresh milk.
A jaw-busting candy flavor fit for a candy wizard. This e-Liquid is nice
and sweet with layer, after layer, after layer, of never-ending flavor.
Tart and sweet berries swirled together with smooth, sugary cream
then finished off with a candy undertone. Jelly Jaws will leave you
reminiscing those old blue gummy shark candies we all know and love!
Hot pink strawberries, meet cool delicious pink champagne. This sweet
sexy treat will leave you wanting MORE and MORE. You should LOVE
what you vape, and you are guaranteed to LOVE this little number.
Eye popping, juicy, strawberry chew candy. Exactly what you'd expect,
but somehow even better. You don't want to sleep on this one ...
or else.
A sweet cherry and cheese swirl on top of a flaky pastry danish that all
comes together to make this delicious creation come to life.
Intense. Ripe sweet strawberries blended into a classic full-flavored
creamy and tasty milkshake.
Hannibal would be proud of these secret sweet with a twist. Those
classic rainbow drop candies bursting with flavor and hints of sour
blue raspberries and juicy pink watermelon.
Strawberry shortcake, but better. How you ask? Listen b*tch it just is.
Fresh strawberry glaze on a delicate shortbread cloud of flavor.
Ain't no party like a tarty-pants party, cuz a tarty-pants party don't stop.

Pants
Texas
Vapesaw
Massacre
Tricks Treats

You won't be able to stop or drop this all night tarty pop party!
A juicy, powerful, screaming mixture of blood orange and raspberry
that'll rev you up and rip right through you!
The silly rabbits secret cereal stash has just been found! rainbow trix
cereal smothered in gooey marshmallows and crunchy rice krispies,
then left overnight till it turns into his very own Tricks Treat!!!

Hometown Hero
Angel Breath

Angel
Tears
Neon Wolf

Crispy
Treats
Red Dream
Turbo Wolf

Ultra Wolf
White
Girl

Available in:

Size

Mg

100 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

Angel’s Breath is famous for being vaped by people who claim to hate
menthol -This flavor has a refreshing cool watermelon inhale with
a soothing berry and coconut exhale.
If you like fruit flavors, Angel Tears will definitely quench your craving.
It's refreshing watermelon inhale and rich, sweet berry coconut exhale.
Imagine taking a rip from your vape and enjoying the flavor of candy
peach rings, frozen to perfection as they touch your taste buds. This
is the future Hometown Hero Vapor wants, and it's what we're creating
with our Neon flavor from the new Lazer Wolf lineup.
Crispy Treats eliquid by Hometown Hero is as close you can get to
inhaling a tray of gooey, crispy marshmallow rice treats.
Hometown Hero Vapor took the classic strawberries & cream vape and
added our own twist - a savory sweet kettle corn.
The sensation is that of a decadent, top-shelf strawberry margarita
on the inhale with a touch of saltiness on the exhale. It's refreshing, light
and cooling - one of the most satisfying vapes you can find.
On the inhale, you'll taste hot sticky buns; the exhale covers those
sticky buns with vanilla ice cream.
Pumpkin spice cappuccinno has never tasted this good!

Humble
American
Dream
Berry Blow
Doe

Donkey
Kahn
Hop Scotch
Humble
Crumble
Pee Wee
Kiwi
Smash
Mouth
Sweater
Puppets
Unicorn
Treats
VTR

Ice Donkey
Kahn
Ice Dragonfly
Ice Oh-Ana
Ice Pink

Available in:

Size

Mg

120 mL

0/3/6

20 PG / 80 VG

A fruity pebbles cereal treat.
Wild Apple E-Liquid by Air Factory is a mouth-watering, sweet green
apple taffy candy that will keep you on it until its last drop.
An explosion of taste that awakens childhood memories. This flavor
is a mouthwatering, bubblegum lollipop infused with blueberry and
raspberry flavoring. You'll make a "popping" statement carrying this
juice with you. You'll be a sucker without it!
A beautifully blend of strawberry banana with a nice splash of
dragon fruit! We highly doubt you will be disappointed!
Toffee, vanilla, butterscotch custard is jam packed and
loaded with flavor!
Reminiscent of Grandma's homemade cobbler. This juice is a perfect
mix of sweet blueberries, cinnamon and a crispy, buttery, graham
cracker crust. It may have you reaching for a cold glass of milk!
A elegant twist of kiwi with a couple slices of watermelon and apple
with a pinch of citrus to finish it off! Enjoy!
A refreshing strawberry, graham cracker and custard mash up that
is sure to be your next all day vape!
Mango, cantaloupe, and little bit of honey dew melon. This flavor
is refreshing and pretty tasty!
A childhood cereal that is sure to make you reminisce. Your welcome!
Vape the Rainbow knows how to standout in a crowd. A very colorful
and cloudy rainbow sorbet mixed with fruit flavored candies and might
be the sweetest juice around.
Ice Donkey Khan is a beautifully blend of strawberry banana with a nice
splash of dragon fruit on ICE!
Ice Dragonfly is a watermelon and honeydew with a hint of ICE will
make your senses fly!
Ice Oh Ana is the flavors of Hawaii! A refreshing blend of ripe
pineapple, and sweet mango with a touch of ICE.
Ice Pink Spark is a classic pink lemonade with the tart of lemon, and the

Spark
Ice Ruby
Red
Ice Tropic
Thunder

smooth chill of icy menthol.
Ice Ruby Red is a tangy grapefruit and peach smoothie on ICE.
Ice Tropic Thunder is a strawberry, kiwi candy on ICE that will leave
your taste buds tingling.

Only available in 60/40 unless specified.
Max flavors marked *

Lost Art

?
Mystery
Cottontail
Cream*

Grape
White*
Gummy
Glue
O.G.B.*
Slotter Pop
Space Rockz*

Available in:

30 PG / 70 VG
40 PG / 60 VG
Size

Mg

60/120 mL

0/3/6

MAX 15 PG / 85 VG

Is it fruit? Is it candy? Maybe it's a little of both, we will never tell.
Dive into a bottle and try to solve the mystery...
Cottontail Cream(as described by Lost Art Life group member Lee C.)"Indulge yourself in a bowl of perfectly chopped strawberries that are
so sweet you'll want more, even when there aren't any left! If that
wasn't enough, then you are in for an even bigger treat as these
strawberries are topped with the sweetest, mouth watering cream
you have ever tasted." Available in 60/40 or MAX.
A sweet white grape with a touch of candied apple and citrus
undertones. A refreshing flavor for a warm summer afternoon! Your
next #AllDayVape! Available in 70/30 or MAX.
Imagine all of your favorite sweet and sour gummy candies thrown into
a blender..and then transformed into E liquid!
O.G.B is a blue raspberry popsicle with a burst of sweet orange
and green apple candy. Available in 70/30 or MAX.
An ice cold mixed berry popsicle flavor that will remind you of the
hot summer days by the pool! Available in 70/30.
Space Rockz is a sweet and fruity strawberry kiwi pop rocks candy!
Available in 60/40 or MAX.

Unicorn Puke

Naked 100
All Melon

Amazing
Mango
Azul
Berries

Berry
Belts

Brain
Freeze
Go Nanas

Green Lime
Chill

A SCOOP OF RAINBOW SHERBERT ICE CREAM! PEFECT FOR THOSE
WARM SUMMER DAYS!

Available in:

Size

Mg

60 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

All Melon by Naked 100 is the fusion of the three most delicious melons
known to mankind. Start with an inhale of mouthwatering Watermelon
tempered with rich, sweet Cantaloupe that finally ends with the ripe and
bright Honeydew, this is an exquisite combination that leaves all other
melon flavors far, far behind.
Amazing Mango by Naked 100 takes a mango, peach, and cream
smoothie and translates it into portable form, with a refreshing, sweet,
and creamy profile perfect as an all day vape.
Azul Berries by Naked 100 Cream is seductively smooth and creamy
, presenting an exquisite flavor consisting of juicy and ripe blueberries,
mixed with a cream blend specifically crafted to bring out an accentuate
this delicious blueberry flavor.
Berry Belts by Naked 100 Candy takes the classic and iconic strawberry
sourbelt to entirely new levels, balancing the sweet and tart goodness
of strawberry sourbelts, dusting them with sweet sugar and sour sugar,
and finally adding a touch of citrus for a flavor packed experience.
Brain Freeze by Naked 100 is refreshing on a whole new level,
featuring perfectly ripe Strawberries and crisp Kiwi, backed with subtle
yet complex Ruby Red Pomegranate essence, all served ice cold.
Go Nanas by Naked 100 Cream is a tasty combination of a rich,
sweet cream bas topped with slices of rich and sweet banana.
Smooth, light yet supremely tasty, Go Nanas is the go to banana flavor
on the market.
The Maker of Naked 100 brings you Chill eLiquid a Sparkling Vape Juice
which gives you a Refreshing Soda Flavor. Green Lime 60ML is a zesty
and irresistible lemon lime soda freshly squeezed to perfection,

Hawaiian
Pog
Lava
Flow

Maui Sun
Naked
Unicorn

Orange
Peach
Chill
Sour
Sweet

Very Berry

Very Cool

Yummy
Gum

leaving you refreshed and wanting more.
Hawaiian POG is a delicious Pineapple, Orange, and Guava blend to give
you the island feel. Perfect for these scorching days ahead.
This delicious tropical flavor combination of fresh strawberries,
with coconut, and pineapple intoxicate the senses and seduce the taste
buds. Naked 100 E-Liquid is not responsible for any limbo dancing that
ensues, or the desire to run your toes through sand.
Maui Sun by Naked 100 is a scorching combination of citrus flavors that
combines pineapple with oranges and tangerines.
Naked Unicorn by Naked 100 Cream takes the world famous heritage
of Naked 100's fruity e-liquids and blends a sweet, juicy, and out of this
world strawberry blend with the smoothest creams to present a
perfect balance of notes.
The Maker of Naked 100 brings you Chill eLiquid a Sparkling Vape Juice
which gives you a Refreshing Soda Flavor. Orange Peach 60ML is a
splashing blend of sweet peaches, oranges and notes of mango forming
a harmonious combination that will tantalize your taste buds.
Sour Sweet is a new flavor from the people behind Naked 100 E Liquid.
The amazing combination of fruits into a sweetened based by
Naked 100 Candy is exceptionally close to a handful of
sweet and sour candies.
As only Naked 100 can provide, this bevy of tarty fruit packs
blueberries, blackberries, and a touch of sugared lemon into a recipe
that makes summer feel like it lasts all year round. Are you ready
to be Very Berry?
Naked 100 brings the juicy tropical flavor in spades straight to your
menthol vape. Very Cool is a refreshing flavor experience that ties
in raspberry, blueberries, and blackberries to produce a bevy of fruity
flavor. Menthol ties the entire flavor together into one stunning vape.
Yummy Gum is a new flavor from the people behind Naked 100 E Liquid.
This fantastic fruity gum flavor takes the best of what Naked 100 offers
in the fruit class and turns it into a candy vape for the ages.

Savage

Available in:

Size

Mg

60 mL

0/3/6

25 PG / 75 VG

Bond

There's a saying in England: Where there is a fruity menthol
mix, there is fire!

Bourne

This pineapple and strawberry slushy is so delicious the federal
government is actually looking for it.
A sweet pink watermelon candy with notes of razzmatazz.

C.
Underwood
Cena

Di Cap
Frank
Underwood
Jackman
Marcellus
Pinkman
Harley
Quinn
Vega
White

We started only bananas that won the heavy weight championship
and super slammed them with the richest vanilla ice cream
and waffle cone.
This sweet, crisp green caramel apple may win you the oscar!
Just watch out for the bear.
A sweet blue candy with raspberries and sour notes.
This flavor doesn't like to be caged, unleash this strawberry whipped
cream coffee cake or it gets angry!
Lemon Tart with a twist and hints of cream
A fruity peach and strawberry mixed up so good you will feel
guilty to vape it.
Sometimes to stay sane the only way is to go crazy with this delicious
raspberry cookie with hints of sugar and cream.
An addictive honeydew with passion fruit and pomegranate
that will leave you itching for more.
A simple limeade with raspberry that is 98% pure ecstasy.
SAVAGE RIPE LINE AVAILABLE ONLY IN 100 ML

Dragon
Berry
Fuji Melon

Delicious kiwi combined with fresh dragonfruit and juicy blueberries

Straw

Sweet ripe refreshing strawberries mixed with light notes of bananas

The most exquisite fuji apples and guava blended together
with sweet watermelon

Nanner

SXR
Apple Brandy
Apple Pie
Moonshine
Banana
Pudding
Butterscotch
Bourbon
Cappuccino
Carolina Gold
Carolina
Honey
Carolina
Menthol
Carolina Red
Creek Water
French
Cappuccino
Grape Cool Aid
Jack Frost

Available in:

Size

Mg

40 PG / 60 VG

60/120 mL

0/3/6/12/18

Apples fresh from the orchard carefully fermented into a potent
and mature cognac
Sweet Apple Pie, with a moonshine finish.
Good ole' southern banana pudding. Creamy with sweet
banana and vanilla
A sweet yet potent Carolina bourbon whiskey with silky
smooth butterscotch
Powerful espresso and mild, frothy milk in harmony making for a rich
, satisfying cappuccino
A light south eastern tobacco that will
make you forget you quit smoking.
Bold tobacco blended into honey straight off the comb.
Full flavor tobacco and a cool menthol aroma. A great substitute
for menthol analogs
Full flavor south eastern tobacco that will
make you forget you quit smoking
Sweet Apple and Vanilla Custard combined to make a
tasty apple custard.
Rich, bold espresso topped with a frothy layer of french vanilla cream.
start your day off right
Wild, vine ripened sweet grapes combined
with a brisk menthol. Tastes like purple
An ice cold blast of juicy strawberries and potent menthol

Available in:

Lucid Harvest
Lunar Harvest
Lunar Harvest
Black
Lunar Harvest
Black Ice
Lunar Harvest
Ice
Lunar Harvest
Gold
Solar Harvest

Wicked
Harvest

Size

Mg

30 PG / 70 VG

34/60/120 mL

0/3/6/12

The flavor of grape with berries and melon all come together for a
unique experience. Try a bottle today!
Blast off! Lunar Harvest will cultivate your taste buds with exploding
flavors like berries, rock candy and blue cotton candy.
We've replaced blueberry with blackberry to give this crowd favorite
a refreshing new twist. Try a bottle today!
Mentholated blue rock candy and blackberries.
The same delicious taste of Lunar Harvest with mentholated
heaven up front!
The Lunar Harvest you love, with a touch of golden peach. Bright
peach notes shimmer through the candy and berry taste of the original
to create a whole new Lunar Harvest experience you are sure to love.
Get ready to blast off again! Sugary sweet with a little tang, Bask in the
delightful taste of berries, cherry, and red rock candy. Solar Harvest
radiates with the great taste of Lunar Harvest, but with
a bright new twist!
Melons, berries, and green apples combine for an explosion of flavor.
This juice is a bright and tasty treat with a wicked twist!

Vapes Gone Wild
Dragonium

Available in:

Size

Mg

30/60/120 mL

0/3/6

30 PG / 70 VG

Dragonium is a sweet fruit in a tank, on a dripper it has a sweet
inhale with a subtly tangy exhale that you will love.
Ga Honeysuckle Warm summer nights in Georgia mean one thing to all Georgia kids,
honeysuckles! This sweet nectar will make you remember
picking them off the vines.
Good Good
Good Good is a five berry blend with a sweet burst of flavor
on the inhale and a tart berry on the exhale. This one is an all day vape
that berry lovers will enjoy.
Guap
Like the first sip of a delicious tropical drink at an exotic tropical
paradise island, the Guap blend gives you a flavorful blast of Guava and
Mango with subtle notes of berries to top off the
most surprising taste bud experience.
Mermaid's
Mermaid's Treasure is a pineapple heavy fruity blend that you
Treasure
will want more and more of.
Pixie Dust
Pixie Dust is a sweet blended e-liquid that tastes similar
to a Pixie Stick
Sour Rainbow
If you like sour candy, then this flavor was made with you
in mind. It makes our mouths water everytime we taste it.
Stoner's Delight Too hard to pick which fruity vape you want? Get this perfect
blend of all the good fruits with a hint of cream to round it out.
This is your new all day vape, what are you waiting for?
Vgw Red
VGW Red is a full flavored cigarette tasting e-liquid.
Watermelon
Want to enjoy everyone's favorite summer fruit in a vape?
Look no further Watermelon is here!
Zombie Brains
Zombie Brains is a bold flavor that will ooze in your mouth!
Definitely a vape that you won't be able to put down!

VKO

Blue Razz
Grapermelon
Chill
Magic
Mangorita
Schnozzberry

VR Labs
777 Tobacco

Arctic Menthol

Banana Cream
Black Cherry
Blue
Raspberry
Shock
Blue Voltage
Bowler

Available in:

Size

Mg

40 PG / 60 VG

34/60/120 mL

0/3/6/12/18

Sour lemonade with a twist of sweet blueberries and raspberries!
A soothing blend of grapes, watermelon, and menthol.
A magical combination of mango and dragon fruit!
Start with tart blackberry and pomegranate. Now throw in some
blueberry and this flavor will either have you dancing like an
oompa-loompa, or licking the inside of a cop car window...

Available in:

Size

Mg

30 PG / 70 VG

60 mL

0/3/6/12

Ok, this is one that may have to grow on ya a little, it did on me. I can
describe this as like a 555 taste but earthier, and a little stronger like
hanging around a campfire or something like that. This has turned into a
favorite vape of mine.
From the frigid north comes a menthol born from the icy sub-arctic
winds. Arctic Mist brings a cool blast of fresh menthol to your vape.
Beware, winter is coming.
True tropical banana cream flavor. This flavor, like all our flavors,
is diacetyl free!
Great black cherry taste! Good to add to other juices like
cola or cheesecake.
An electrifyingly delicious raspberry tart that'll make you think one
thing; "Shocking".
Its electric! And tasty! Dew drop and blueberry. Mm-mm good.
Nutty Waffles

Buddha Belly
Cherry
Limeade
Chocolate
Glazed
Donut
Cinful Pear
Colonel
Angus
Strawberry
Dairy Berry

Dew Drop
Fixie
Fruit Chew
Ice & Fire
Instinct
Fuji
Apple
Instinct
Melon
Chiller
Island
Breeze
Just Menthol
Kiwi
Strawberry
Pomegranate
Lemonade
Premium
Kookie
Purple

A pineapple, mango, kiwi, and strawberry fruit smoothie that would
bring a smile to the Buddha!
Refreshing and classic. Sweet and slightly tart.
Fresh off the line! A sweet chocolate glazed donut flavor that satisfies
your breakfast treat craving.
We 'peared' cinnamon and pear to make this delightful blend for your
vaping pleasure.
Enjoy VapeRite's strawberry custard vape! Colonel's order, soldier!

A satisfying, thirst quenching blend of ripe, sweet strawberries and
fresh, creamy milk. Just the right amount of sweetness with a hint of
vanilla to round it off.
Sweet, citrus, maybe a hint of fizz and pop... Get the DEW!
Pineapple, Strawberry & Watermelon.
Let loose an explosion of flavor, calling back to enjoyable sweets
everyone loves.
The coolness of menthol with the heat of hot cinnamon. A delicious
anomaly.
Light and airy describes the distinct taste of a classic fuji apple and a
cool refreshing finish.
Refresh your senses with this light honey dew melon sensation.

A mellow tropical delight flavored with mango, pineapple, and banana
cream. You can hear the ocean when you vape this flavor.
Ask and ye shall receive. Just Menthol.
Somehow these two fruits go together in a way that's really hard to say
no to. A homely favorite with a down under twist.
Pomegranate Lemonade. Yum!
Cookie Caramel wafer with whipped cream.
This is a mix from one of [VR's] long time customers "Josh". This is a

Haze

Rabbit Treats
Red Hot
Cinnamon
Rob's Sour
Drip
Sour Apple
Melon
Suicide Soda
SweetArt
Titanic
Turning
the
Paige
VR's Caramel
Cream
VR's Coffee
VR Cotton
Candy
VR Gold
VR N-Type

VR Peach
VR Red
VR Strawberry
Banana
Smoothie

mixture of Earl Grey Tea, Naturally Flavored Grape and our Mystic
flavor. Complex , fruity with a finish that keeps you wondering what the
heck is that that tastes so good?
Don't be silly, this juice is for vapers! The crunch of this fruity cereal has
been captured and put into liquid form for your enjoyment.
Are you missing those hot cinnamon candies of youth? Look no further,
they are here!
A sour, fruity summer drink.
An apple flavor with some melon bite! Think green and red and take a
vape, then remember your childhood.
A delicious fruity blend of some of the best flavors we've got.
Tart, yet sweet. A tasty candy treat!
An icy peppermint menthol.
Fruit cocktail.

Caramel cream, just the name gets the taste buds going.
Coffee flavor, strong fresh brewed taste, vape alone, or
add another flavor.
It smells like cotton candy, It tastes like cotton candy. It's just like at the
fair. The first hit is sweet and the throat hit is good. You really taste the
flavor on the way out.
A taste that calls back to cowboys and will fill your desire for that
authentic western taste.
This juice is so close to the cool and familiar taste, right down to the
menthol, that you remember, you'll be taking a second look to check
you're really vaping.
Vape a peach.
A taste that calls back to cowboys and will fill your desire for that
authentic western taste.
Crowned the King of smoothie flavors, this juice is fruity and creamy
to the max.

Small Lines

Ratio Varies

Big Flavor
Micro Brew 50mL
Grumpy Old
Bastard
One-Eyed
Turtle

Available in:

Size

Mg

Varies

0/3/6

Grumpy Old Bastard by Micro Brew Vapor is an aged rich and decadent
butterscotch caramel cream
One Eyed Turtle by Micro Brew Vapor presents a deep fried soft
pretzel dough topped with crumbled graham crackers and brown sugar.

Halo 30mL
Sub Zero

It doesn’t get any more menthol than SubZero. With three times the
cool mint effect of our other menthol E-liquid flavors, SubZero offers
excellent vapor production and an icy, yet satisfying finish. Perfect as an
all-day vape, or for mixing into your other favorite E-liquids.

Stumps 100 mL
B's
Don
Pops
Rhino

"B" by STUMPS is a Vanilla Granola And Honey Comb.
Don by STUMPS is a Cookie Butter ejuice.
Pops by STUMPS is Sweet And Sour Melon ejuice.
Rhino by STUMPS is a Ginger Brew. This flavor is sure to give your
taste buds a unique kick!

Simply E Fruit 60 mL
Blackberry
Blueberry Grape
Orange Mango
Kiwi
Passion
Coconut
Pineapple
Pear
Apricot
Orange

Blackberries, blueberries, and grapes in one vape! Yum!
Orange, mango, and kiwi.
Passion fruit coconut pineapple.

Pear, apricot, and oranges.

FRYD 60 mL
Banana

Oreo
Watermelon

Fryd by Fryd Eliquids is a deep-fried golden banana slices with
butterscotch, buttery cream and crunchy graham crackers. A decadent
caramelized fried banana.
Oreo by FRYD Eliquids tastes just like a deep fried Oreo. Deep-fried
cookies and cream treats with rich chocolate and sweet filling vapor.
FRYD Watermelon ejuice is the newest carnival style dessert concoction

Twinkie
Ice Cream

of bright red watermelon covered in crispy fried dough, watermelon
syrup drizzle and topped with powdered sugar. The satisfying vape of
the deep-fried county fair treat of Watermelon by FRYD Liquids,
provides a fried dough on the inhale with juicy watermelon and subtle
notes of powdered sugar on the exhale. Why wait once a year for your
local fair to roll through the neighborhood for this one-of-a-kind treat?
Enjoy the taste of FRYD Watermelon e-liquid year round, guilt free
without all the unwanted calories
The famous American snack cake favorite is the flavor of the
golden deep-fried cake blended with notes of sweet cream.
A delicious fried vanilla ice cream to engulf the taste buds in glory for
the perfect dessert.

Beard
71
The One
Lemon
The One
Strawberry

No. 71 E-Juice is a tasty treat that will delight your taste buds with an
incredible sweet-n-sour sugar peaches flavor. 60 mL/100 mL
The One Lemon by Beard Vape Co is a Lemon Crumble Cake e-juice,
a mouthwatering, moist cake blended with a tart lemon filling with
sweet crumbles and powdered sugar.
The One Strawberry by Beard Vape Co is a frosted donut cereal dipped
in strawberry milk that everyone will fall in love with.

Bubba Jug 120 mL
Grape

Sour Apple
Watermelon

The inhale hits your tastebuds with a sweet grape flavor that is quickly
followed by the bubblegum finish. A must try for any fan
of grape eliquids!
Bubba Jug’s Sour Green Apple provides a ripe granny smith taste in the
form of a green apple candy eJuice.
A mouthwatering watermelon flavored e-liquid. Just in time for summer,
this juicy vape will take your taste buds for a ride!

Lemon Twist 60 mL
Peach
Blossom
Pink Punch

Strawberry

Peach Blossom Lemonade E-Liquid by Lemon Twist is a sweet, crisp mix
of ripe peach slices and lemonade for a refreshing summer blend.
Pink Punch Lemonade by Lemon Twist E-Liquids is a thirst-quenching
pink lemonade flavored E-Liquid; almost as good as pink lemonade
from a lemonade stand.
LEMON TWIST Strawberry Queen Lemonade eLiquid is a deliciously

Queen
Watermelon

sweet mix of strawberries and tart lemonade to make a deliciously
refreshing e-juice.
Wild Watermelon Lemonade by Lemon Twist E-Liquids is a thirstquenching refreshing watermelon infused lemonade, perfect for
the summertime!

Flawless 120 mL
Leprechaun
Milk
Still
Sippin'
Still
Sippin' Ice
Flawless
Legend

Your all time favorite cereal as a young buck and an adult! Those Lucky
Charms have met their match when they were blended to perfection
with Vanilla Bean Ice Cream!
Watermelon, Blueberry Lemonade Flavored E liquid that is sure to
satisfy your cravings and boost your taste buds into vaping heaven.
Still Sippin Iced Eliquid by Tuglyfe is a Watermelon, Blueberry Lemonade
Flavored E liquid that is sure to satisfy your cravings and boost your
taste buds into vaping heaven with an icy chill of menthol.
Flawless Legend bring a refreshing blend of strawberry, watermelon
and lemonade to create a perfect balance of sweet and tangy for the
perfect all day vape

Keep it 100- 100 mL
Krunchy
Squares
Peachy
Punch
Strawberry
Milk

Krunchy Squares 100ml E-Liquid by Keep It 100 is your favorite french
toast cereal with a hint of cinnamon all drenched in ice cold milk.
Peachy Punch 100ml E-Liquid by Keep It 100 is a delectable summer
blend of juicy peaches, ripe apples, and sweet mangoes.
Strawberry Milk 100ml E-Liquid by Keep it 100 is the ultimate
summer-time dessert refreshment in a creamy strawberry milkshake.

Fye Fruit
Carribou
Lou

30 PG / 70 VG

Pineapple - Rum - Coconut. It's what's UP!

Zabba 100 mL
Zabba

Zabba

Zabba Vanilla is a mouthwatering taffy made up of sweet creamy
custard and rich vanilla. You simply can’t go wrong with this timeless
taffy classic!
mouthwatering taffy made up of sweet creamy custard and juicy

Strawberry

strawberry. You simply can’t go wrong with this timeless taffy classic!

